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Interesting Facts about the Coverlet Quilt
The fabric of Jane Austen’s home life is available for the first time ever! Riley Blake Designs has reproduced these beautiful floral
prints to make this extraordinary part of British history available to everyone. To make this collection even more unique, we have
also designed fabrics using music hand-written by Jane Austen, as well as passages from her personal letters. These treasured
pieces of history are owned by Jane Austen’s House - an independent museum and charity in the UK. Join with us in recreating
this special Jane Austen coverlet quilt and other lovely projects for gifting or keeping.

Made by Jane Austen, her sister Cassandra and
their mother

Extensive use of fussy cutting in the diamonds
More than 2500 small diamonds in the border

Technically not a quilt, but a coverlet as there is
no layer of wadding

Has approximately 12 stitches per inch

Includes a central panel of 232 smaller diamonds

Made using the English Paper Piecing method

Symmetrical across width and length, even down
to the tiny diamonds in the border
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Jane Austen Wide Back 107/108"

Accomplished Woman
C: COTTON, WB: WIDE BACK
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Jane Austen Panels
These panels are required for an accurate reproduction of the Jane Austen coverlet quilt.

Jane Austen Diamond Panel
Scaled to 28% | Actual Size is 36” x 43 1/2”

Jane Austen Border Panel
Scaled to 15% | Actual Size is 52” x 85”
P: PANEL
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Jane Austen Coverlet Quilt Kit

Approx. Quilt Size 80” x 100”

KIT INCLUDES:
Fabric to make quilt top and binding
Pattern
Comes in a keepsake box.

Pre-order the
P120-Jane Austen
Quilt Booklet

Pre-order the Jane Austen
Coverlet Quilt Kit

Kit Available September 2020
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Majestic Quilt
Fabric Requirements
3/8 Yard Each:

Other Fabrics:

C10000 Elizabeth

2 Yards C10002 Emma

C10001 Georgiana

3 1/2 Yards C10018 Correspondence

C10003 Anne

1/2 Yard Binding

C10005 Jane
C10006 Cassandra
C10007 Marianne
C10008 Caroline
C10010 Sophia
C10012 Lady Catherine
C10013 Isabella
C10014 Fanny
C10015 Penelope
C10017 Julia

Approx. Quilt Size 60 x 60

Order the Majestic
Quilt Pattern

Order the
Triangle-in-a-Square
Tool

Pillow Cover Kit
KIT INCLUDES:
Fabric to make pillow top and back
Pattern
Comes in a keepsake box.

Pillow Kit

Pillow Size 20” x 20”

E-Reader Case Kit

KIT INCLUDES:
Fabric to make case and lining
Batting and zipper
Pattern
Comes in a keepsake box

E-Reader Kit
E-Reader Case Size Approx. 10” x 18”

Kits Available September 2020
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About This Line
Jane Austen’s House is in the charming village of

the outer edge are also placed symmetrically with top

Chawton, Hampshire, UK. It is the place where Jane

and bottom and left and right sides matching. There

wrote or revised all her published novels and is visited

is also extensive use of fussy cutting in the diamonds.

by over 40,000 people each year, from all over the

This was a very carefully planned quilt. The diamonds

world. The House contains items that belonged to

are 70° and 110° angles, which is unusual, and the

Jane, including her writing table and her ring.

sashing joining the central diamonds is composed of
short pieces, rather than continuous lengths – perhaps

One of the most popular exhibits is the quilt made by

fabric left from a previous project? We have not found

Jane, her sister Cassandra and their mother. Strictly,

another quilt like this anywhere, it is a truly unique piece

it is not a quilt, but a coverlet as there is no layer

(although there are rumours of other quilts made by

of wadding, simply a patchwork top with a cotton

the Austen ladies, and this was clearly not the first quilt

backing. It is a medallion quilt measuring 91 inches

they had made in terms of the quality of the design).

x 105 inches with a large central motif in chintz, cut
as a diamond. This is surrounded by a central panel

We do not know the exact date of this quilt, but do know

of 232 smaller diamonds interconnected by spotted

that the Austens were working on a quilt in May 1811,

sashing. The outer edge, 11 inches deep, is composed

as Jane wrote in a letter to her sister, Cassandra, “Have

of tiny diamonds, each with edges of 30mm. There are

you remembered to collect peices for the patchwork

over 2500 of these smaller diamonds in the border.

– we are at a standstill”. Cassandra was staying with

All the patches are joined by very fine whip stitch –

her brother Edward on his estate in Kent, where there

there are approximately 12 stitches per inch, which is

would have been many fabric pieces available from the

quite remarkable given the lighting conditions of the

dressmaker who made clothes for his eleven children.

period.
The fabrics used in the central panel are block printed
dress weight fabrics and are arranged in alternating
rows of darker and lighter. Those in the outer edge are
a mix of block and roller printed material and include
both dress and furnishing fabrics. There are many
remarkable things about this quilt, aside from the fact
that it was stitched by one of the world’s favourite
authors. The central panel of diamonds shows fourfold
symmetry in their placement and the tiny diamonds in

Fat Quarter

PRE-ORDER ONLY

10-Inch Stacker
42 Pieces

ADD ANY LAMINATE WITH 100 YARDS MINIMUM

10-Yard Case Pack

15-Yard Case Pack
CP15-10000-22
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